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Our Giants have responded, adapted, and in many cases found new pathways to success. So it’s May, which every year here at CONTRACTOR Magazine is our Book of Giants issue, where we take a look at the ...
In the Footsteps of Giants
Tom Sutter ’84, another brewery owner in Massachusetts, is using this time to expand his facilities, so he can create a sour and barrel-aged beer program. More than a dozen RIT alumni have tapped into ...
Another Round: Alumni craft beer and open breweries
Twenty-six students representing seven USC schools were given a challenge: split in teams, partner with refugees and create a solution to help people caught up in the worst humanitarian crisis since ...
How an Innovative Course Is Taking On the Largest Mass Migration Crisis Since WWII
Data centers used to be uniform. Today there are many different kinds of facilities - and an array of techniques to keep them cool ...
Cooling: there’s no longer one answer
Rigid-frame fabric buildings hold the key to optimized facility solutions for waste applications. By Matt VanScoyoc Waste industry facilities come in many ...
A Clean Design Slate
Cleaner air. A better future for our children. Conservation of resources. Meeting regulation standards! You’ve heard it all before. Fleet managers want to be more sustainable, too, but for someone ...
How to increase diesel truck sustainability, efficiency via lubricants
Daimler Trucks North America (DTNA) has appointed Tracy Mack-Askew to the position of chief engineer, chassis and vocational engineering, effective immediately. In her new role, Mack-Askew will lead ...
Daimler Trucks NA names chief engineer of chassis, vocational engineering
French company Céléwatt energized its 250 kW ground-mounted array, built with mounting structures made of raw oak wood.
Solar park built on rough wooden structures comes online in France
IMEG Corp., #77 on ENR Top 500 Design Firms list, has acquired MSA Engineering Consultants, a Las Vegas-based MEP engineering firm. The May 1 deal is the second acquisition of 2021 for ...
MSA Engineering Consultants Joins IMEG Corp.
The first article in this series covered the philosophy behind safe machinery and the role that the various types of safety switches and devices ...
Switching into safety engineering - Distinguishing normal switches and safety switches
By Malia Wollan “Spend time daydreaming about what a place will look and feel like,” says Aaron Yazzie, 35, a mechanical engineer at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif.
How to Imagine an Unfamiliar Place
The firm is strengthening its connections to Indigenous communities and finding new ways to make meaningful contributions by supporting local initiatives and collaborating with local and national ...
Stantec Again Recognized as Top 50 STEM Workplace for Indigenous Professionals
Red Bull has confirmed it has signed Ben Hodgkinson as its new technical director of the team’s powertrains division. After Honda announced it was withdrawing from the sport at the end of the 2021 ...
Red Bull poaches senior Mercedes engineer for powertrain project
Marilyn Thordarson, who was the voice of Sacred Heart Medical Center for nearly a quarter-century, says she firmly believes it’s the hospital’s responsibility to make its story known in the community ...
2021 Business Icons: Marilyn Thordarson, of Sacred Heart Medical Center
Although best known for its semi-automatic waterfowl and military shotguns, Benelli has stepped into the upland and sport shooting scenes with a newly conceived over-under that proves the Italian ...
Review: Benelli 828U
In this pv magazine Webinar ... for many countries in the region.Mohammed has bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering and master’s in renewable energy engineering from, he is also ...
Concerns and solutions – reliability in large-wafer modules
University of Wisconsin alumnus Max Bock-Aronson made TIME magazine’s Best Innovation List for his ... Bock-Aronson first got the idea after traveling to Singapore as a mechanical engineering student, ...
UW alumnus’ mask innovation makes Time magazine’s 2020 best inventions list
This article originally appeared in the April 2021 issue of Security Business magazine ... various engineering disciplines (civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, IT/telecommunications ...
Value Engineering for Security Design Projects
These springs are designed to always operate below their fatigue limit, which in the engineering field of life and reliability ... Driving the fan at this mechanical resonance frequency requires the ...
Cool LEDs for longevity in demanding SSL applications such as horticulture (MAGAZINE)
Joseph Pham Nguyen The child of Oanh Nguyen and Maria Pham, Joseph plans to earn a degree in mechanical engineering from Missouri University of Science and Technology and pursue a career in ...
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